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Topics in the interview

Definition of Big Data

prescriptive analytics

quantity or volume of data

different forms and formats of data

the ability to deal with it

the ability to analyze the data

is exciting and dangerous

is too important a topic to leave it
for people in mathematics and
information society - it affects
policy, society and businesses

Opportunities & Risks of Big Data

for politics, society, business

quality, speed and variety of data

transparent individuals

e.g. possibility of re-identification

prediction of developments

e.g. to prevent things from
happening or to avoid danger

to make big money

different classes in society related to data

Recognition of Opportunities for Development

the emergence of a digital nervous system by grouping
together different systems of data gathering

the balance of the positive and the negative handle of Big Data

a clear and reliable definition of

private and protected data

anonymized data

the accuracy of any data of us

guaranteed ownership of our private data: we should have the
right to the correctness of our data

equal opportunities in access to data

consensus in society for certain regulations (to handle Big Data)

responsibility of the society and the individual

in Europe the tendency is to look at dangers in the US people
focus on opportunities

"in Europe the tendency is to look at dangers
in the US people focus on opportunities."

Connecting factors for ACADEMIA SUPERIOR

Points for further discussion

awareness building

What are the aims and opportunities of the society?

Data Protection

definitions of private and protected data

definition of anonymized data

What is the consensus in society?

What are data-wars?

Which regulations hinder or promote development?

Tools for development

best practices: opportunities of Big Data

interdisciplinary know-how (maths, informatics, etc.) in Upper Austria: Who is needed where and why?

regulations for Upper Austria that promote development

responsibility of policy, individual, business


